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Abstract

Work in the area of flux trapping in bulk high temperature superconductors has shown that the
effectiveness of the magnetisation depends on the geometry of the sample – magnetising coil
system. Three samples of bulk superconducting GdBCO (two sharing the same diameter and two
sharing the same thickness) were magnetised at 77K using the pulse field magnetisation (PFM)
technique with multiple pulse runs. A study was carried out to find the effect of changing
the relative diameter of the sample and split coil on the efficiency of the magnetisation, for
this four split coils of different diameter were constructed. The results show flux trapping is
highly dependent on the sample used and field applied but there is little evidence to suggest a
dependence on the coil used.

1 Introduction

Trapping flux in melt-processed high temperature
superconductor (HTSC) bulks leading to quasi per-
manent magnets is of interest as they are capa-
ble of yielding higher magnetic energy densities [1]
than that of conventional permanent magnets. This
higher magnetic energy density has many possible
applications where a high field permanent magnet
is required, for example high powered motors [2, 3],
generators for use in wind turbines [4], low friction
bearings for fly wheels [5, 6, 7] and applications in
NMR systems [8]. The aim of this study is to in-
vestigate the parameters of coils and samples that
affect the efficiency of magnetisation in a sample, in
particular the effect of changing the relative diame-
ters of coil and sample is examined. I will now give
a brief history of superconductivity and an account
of the phenomenon of flux trapping in superconduc-
tors.

1.1 The discovery of superconductivity

Superconductors were first discovered in 1911 by H.
Kammerling Onnes [9] when he observed that be-
low a certain critical temperature (4K) mercury’s
resistivity dropped to exactly zero. As time moved
on more materials were found that exhibited this
property and in 1986 Bednorz and Muller discov-
ered that La2−xBaxCuO4 became superconducting
at a much higher critical temperature of 38K [10].
Soon after it was found that a similar compound

YBa2Cu3O7’s critical temperature was as high as
92K [11]. This study will examine derivatives of
these ceramic high temperature superconductors.

1.2 Definition of superconductivity and
the Meissner-Ochsenfeld effect

Although a key characteristic of a superconductor
is that its resistivity is exactly zero, this is not taken
to be the true definition of a superconductor. It was
found that a superconductor expels a weak exter-
nal magnetic field [12], that is if you apply a weak
magnetic field to a superconducting material you
will find that no field enters. This is called the
Meissner-Ochsenfeld effect, it is a separate physical
phenomena from zero resistivity and is now taken
to be the defining property of a superconductor.

For a superconductor to preserve B = 0 within
its boundaries even if there is a small external
field present it must have screening currents flowing
around the outside of the sample [13, p54], these
will produce a magnetic field equal and opposite
to the field applied, and will cancel leaving zero
field in the superconductor. The screening currents
jscreening produce a magnetisation M =∇×jscreening
per unit volume in the sample and with H defined
as the magnetic field due to the external currents
only H =∇ × jexternal. We find that the relation
B = µ0(M + H), and B = 0 imply M = −H. This
is the definition of perfect diamagnetism.
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Figure 1 – Superconductors in a external magnetic field. Magnetisation curves of type I & II superconductors
showing region between Hc1 and Hc2 in which flux can enter a Type II superconductor. Images adapted from
James F. Annet and G. Krabbes [13, p57][14, p4].

1.3 Type I and type II superconductors

There are two types of superconductors, named
Type I and Type II, they differ from one another
in their response to an increasing external magnetic
field, seen in figure 1. In the case of a Type I su-
perconductor, the B field will stay at zero inside for
small external magnetic fields (due to the Meissner-
Ochsenfeld effect, with M = −H). Then at a cer-
tain critical magnetic field Hc the superconductive
state will be destroyed and the material will return
to its normal (non-superconducting) state M = 0.
For a Type II superconductor [14, p1] there are 2
critical fields, below the 1st critical field Hc1, B = 0
inside the superconductor with M = −H but then
at Hc1 magnetic flux does begin to penetrate the
superconductor (B 6= 0) and M > −H. As the
magnetic field applied increases M approaches zero
until the applied field reaches the 2nd critical level
Hc2 at which point M = 0 and the the material
stops superconducting.

1.4 Vortices, flux pinning and flux creep

In the phase between Hc1 and Hc2 flux can enter
the superconductor. Abrikosov gave a physical ex-
planation of this [15] showing that circulating super
currents are set up around normal (non supercon-
ducting) cores in the material. It is in each of these
normal regions of the material that a quantum of
magnetic flux can enter [14, p3] with the circulat-
ing current shielding the rest of the superconductor
from these flux lines. The number of these lines
that are parallel to the applied magnetic field in-
crease with field until Hc2 where the material be-
comes normal. The magnetisation is reversible (flux
can’t be trapped) in defect free type II superconduc-
tors due to the motion of the normal regions under
the Lorentz forces present. In type II superconduc-

tors with defects, normal regions can minimize their
energy by forming near impurities in the material.
They are then ’pinned’ to these sites, which limits
the motion due to the Lorentz forces. In this case
the magnetisation is no longer reversible, allowing
flux to be trapped in the superconductor. Ther-
mally activated flux creep can occur dissipating this
trapped flux, see [14, p11] for details.

There are several methods for magnetising a sam-
ple, the pulse field magnetisation (PFM) technique
will be used in this study where magnetising coils
are pulsed with a high current for a short length of
time generating large fields using small coils. PFM
has several advantages over static field methods
[16]; it is inexpensive, uses simple cryogenics and
is relatively compact, which allows for magnetisa-
tion of a sample to be carried out after it has been
mounted into a desired piece of machinery [17].

In [18], simulations were carried out on the effec-
tive magnetisation of samples of different radii,
these simulations suggest that the magnetisation
process is most effective when the outer radius of
the coils lie between 100% and 50% of the sample
radius. Investigations of the effect of changing rel-
ative radii of the sample and coil were carried out
to ascertain if this conclusion is apparent in this
study. For this four split (vortex type) coils of differ-
ent outer diameter will be constructed and used to
magnetise three samples of cylindrical GdBCO bulk
material.

This report is structured as follows. In section 2
I will outline the design considerations for the coils,
their construction and the experimental set up. In
section 3 I will detail the properties of the coils pro-
duced and go on to discusses the flux trapping capa-
bilities of the coil-sample combinations and in sec-
tion 4 I will conclude and suggest further work that
could be carried out in this area.
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2 Method
To be able to compare the effects of changing the
radius of the cylindrical sample and coil on the effi-
ciency of flux trapped during a pulse requires coils
of different outer radii to be produced. There are
many properties of the pulses that need to be taken
into consideration, rise time of pulse, dB/dt during
rise, duration of pulse and maximum magnetic field
produced. These properties depend on the charac-
teristics of both the capacitor bank used to supply
the current and of the coils themselves. I will now
look at these in detail, in particular on the con-
straints that are placed on the design of the coils.

2.1 Capacitor bank

The capacitor bank (see figure 2) used to supply
the current pulse is made of three capacitors with
a total capacitance C of 204mF with the system
limited to a voltage of 63V. These capacitors are
charged to various voltages Vcap using a high volt-
age power supply (not shown in fig 2). The capac-
itors are discharged through the split coil by clos-
ing the thyristor switch, which supplies the thyris-
tor with a current trigger allowing it to conduct.
The thyristor will continue to conduct until the
voltage is reversed, protecting the capacitor bank.
When the peak current is reached the current flows
mostly through the crowbar resistor Rcrowbar and
not through the capacitors.

Current through the coil will be calculated us-
ing Ohm’s law by measuring the voltage across the
shunt resistor (0.01Ω) which is in series with the
coil.

When the dump switch is closed the capacitors
will discharge into the dump resistors Rdump allow-
ing for the dumping of unwanted charge on the ca-
pacitor.

When the capacitors are discharging the circuit
is modeled as a series RLC circuit, the standard
derivation of which can be found in [19] or [20,
p191]. The key results are that the current through
the coil is given by

I(t) =
Vcap

Lω
exp(−αt)sin(ωt) (1)

where

α =
Rcoil +Rshunt

2L
and ω = ω0

√
1− α2

ω2
0

with ω0 = 1/
√
LC (the angular frequency of a

LC circuit). L is the inductance of the split coil
pair and R′s refer to the various resistances in the
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Figure 2 – Circuit diagram of capacitor bank and
split coil system.

circuit see figure 2. The behavior of the current can
be in any one of three regimes dependent on the
value of the unitless constant γ = α2/ω2

0 . When
γ < 1 the system is said to be under damped , γ = 1
the system is critically damped an γ > 1 the system
is said to be over damped.

The rise time of the circuit is the time taken to
reach the peak I which is given by

trise =
1

ω
arctan(

ω

α
) (2)

[20, p192] and the peak current is given by I(t =
trise):

Imax =
Vcap

Lω
exp(−αtrise)sin(ωtrise) (3)

The discharge of the coil through the crowbar can
be approximately modeled as an LR circuit. The
current as a function of time is given by a decaying
exponential

I(t) = Imax exp
[
−RCoil +RCrowbar

L
t

]
(4)

These are the equations governing the current in
the circuit.
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2.2 Magnet Design

A split coil (two identical coaxial multi-layered
solenoids with a gap between them, see figure 4 and
cross section in figure 5) will be used so that com-
parisons can be made to Xu’s [18] work. A split coil
arrangement is of interest to those working in flux
trapping in HTSC as it has some practical advan-
tages over a simple multi-layered solenoid. Cooling
the sample is more efficient [18] which is impor-
tant as temperature change during the flux trap-
ping process causes thermally activated flux creep.
In a simple solenoid it is usual to insert the sam-
ple into the bore of the magnet, which requires the
bore diameter to be larger than that of the sample
diameter, this limits the achievable field and is not
a concern in a split coil arrangement. Also there
is a very different mechanism of flux penetration
between these two types of coil as studied in [21],
this is due to the flux entering from the top and
bottom surfaces in the split coil case rather than
from the periphery in the solenoid case [22]. It has
been shown that by using a split coil arrangement
the total trapped flux has been made to increase
by 30% [23] compared to PFM using conventional
solenoids. The split coil will comprise of two identi-
cal solenoids as simulations in [18] suggest this is the
optimum arrangement for efficient flux trapping.

To carry out a study on how the trapped flux
varies with the ratio of coil diameter to sample di-
ameter, magnets of different outer diameters needed
to be produced. It was important to fix some of
the properties between the coils so comparisons be-
tween the different geometries could be made inde-
pendently of other possible factors. A simulation
using split coils has shown that rise time has lit-
tle effect on the flux trapping capabilities [24] but
there have been studies that show the rise time of
a pulse has a large effect on the trapped flux [25]
and that it is just the rise time, and not the entire
pulse length that is important. In this experiment
it was decided to keep the rise times constant be-
tween the coils, so that if rise times do effect the
trapping this wouldn’t be a factor when comparing
data from different coils. These coils will then pro-
duce a range of different maximum magnetic fields,
so to be able to compare results from different coils I
plan, if possible, to examine the fraction of trapped
to applied field for different runs and also runs that
apply approximately the same magnetic field.

The quantity dB/dt during the rise of a pulse
may also be important, if rise times are matched
and coils apply the same magnetic field Bmax,
Bmax/trise will also be the matched.

Samp1 Samp2 Samp3
Diameter /mm 20.7 26.2 26.4
Thickness /mm 9.77 9.95 13.56

Coil A 0.57 0.45 0.45
Coil B 0.94 0.74 0.74
Coil C 1.28 1.01 1.00
Coil D 1.81 1.43 1.42

Table 1 – Cylindrical GdBCO sample diameters
and thicknesses. Ratios of outer coil diameters to
sample diameters range from 0.45 - 1.81

Matching the rise times of the full LCR expres-
sion (equation 2) and keeping other properties like
resistance, max current produced and magnetic field
applied by the coil is a difficult optimisation prob-
lem. It was decided, due to time constraints, to
match the rise time by matching the inductance of
the coils and then match the resistances by adding
resistors in series with the coils. Performing exper-
iments on both the coils with and without resistors
will give us a wealth of data to analyse the effects
of other properties of the coils.

The inductance of a split coil pair was set to
600µH giving, in the case of negligible resistances,
a rise time of of 8.7ms. In the design of these coils
the mutual inductance between the two coils was
ignored as this effect contributes <1% [20].

We were interested in having the bore size as
small as possible, thus maximizing the field pro-
duced but a compromise had to be reached as there
were practical limitations in winding the coils. First
for larger diameter wire it becomes increasingly
difficult to wind around a small diameter bore, and
second, the former itself has to be able to with-
stand an appreciable force whilst winding. After
some winding tests it was decided that a 4mm bore
diameter was the minimum we could safely use.

We required a large spread in the outer diame-
ters of coils relative to the diameter of the samples
used. Xu’s paper [18] suggests that the outer diam-
eter of the coil should lie between 50% - 100% the
diameter of the sample. In this study we would like
to look at a range larger than this to see if there is
an appreciable drop off in efficiency above or below
the optimal region stated. We choose a range about
40% - 180% and decided on outer diameters for the
coils which would cover this range (see table 1 & 2).

We used a program that uses an adaption of
Wheeler’s approximation for a multilayer air core
inductor [26]

L =
31.6N2a2

6a+ 9l + 10c
(5)
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Coil A Coil B Coil C Coil D Departures
inner diameter /mm 4 4 4 4 ~ 8%
outer diameter /mm 12.14 20.28 26.8 37.53 2%

length /mm 75 11.2 14 34 +2wd, 2%
number of turns 663 198 176 196 ±16 turns

wd wire diameter /mm 0.68 0.68 0.95 1.68
inductance per coil / µH 300 300 300 300 35%

Table 2 – Design parameters of single coils. Last column gives rough indication of maximum departures from
design in the final coils.

Figure 3 – Hall Probe mount with pickup coil

Figure 4 – Example coil and former (C)

Here L is given in µH with a = (ro + ri)/2 the
distance from the centre of the coil to the centre
of the windings, c = ro − ri the difference between
inner and outer radii of the coil and l the length
of the coil all in units of mm and seen in figure
5, N is the number of turns. This approximation
is accurate to within 1% when the the coil cross
section is roughly square, which is true for all but
one of our coils. The program was used iteratively
to find the length of the coil required to give outer
radii in the desired range given the properties we
have discussed and the copper wire gauges available.
Table 2 details the properties of the final designs.
Once the coils have been built it will be a simple
matter to measure their inductances and resistances
(at 77K) and add the appropriate resistors in series.

2.3 Coil Construction

To wind the coils formers had to be constructed.
The basic construction of a former is a rod the
diameter of the desired bore size with two end
cheeks to support the coil. The material these
were made of had to withstand the following: being
rapidly cooled to liquid nitrogen temperatures, out-
ward stress on the end cheeks due to tightly wound

coils and stress due to forces produced during the
pulse. Also, as the former would be present during
the magnetisation for support, it had to be non-
magnetic as during a pulse it should not substan-
tially alter the field generated.

The former also needed to hold the Hall probe
and the pick up coil which will be used to measure
the fields during and after a pulse. The specifica-
tions for the Hall probe mount are that the Hall
probe must be held at the center of the sample
(±1mm) and must not be allowed to move, the Hall
probe itself must be protected from being crushed
between the coil and sample during a pulse and
must be easily transferable between different coils.

The design we came up with (see figure 5) for
each coil in a split coil pair was as follows. One
substantial end cheek 20mm in thickness and one
thinner end cheek which sits next to the sample. As
we wanted to maximise the field at the sample we
wanted to minimise the distance between the coil
and the sample and so we made a circular inset,
the same diameter as the largest sample, into the
thinner cheek to not only bring the sample closer to
the coil but also hold it central. A further circular
inset was made in the centre of the former required
to hold the Hall probe, it was made slightly deeper
than the thickness of the Hall probe and a groove
was machined from the centre to the outside at that
depth with which to contain the wires for the probe
and pick up coil. The Hall probe was mounted care-
fully to a circular piece of Tufnol grade 6F45 cotton
epoxy and a groove was cut around the perimeter of
the cylinder into which we wound the pickup coil.
This was made of copper wire, 15 turns were wound
in a radius of 7.5mm. This circular disk was then
itself mounted in a piece of Carp brand Tufnol seen
in figure 3 on which the wires were fixed (2 for the
pickup coil, 4 for the Hall probe, 2 for the power
input and 2 for the output).

The bore was a smooth cylinder that was
threaded at the ends to be glued into the end cheeks.
Holes were drilled into the end cheeks at the posi-
tion of the innermost and outermost winding for
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Figure 5 – Left: General cross section of Tufnol 6F45 former (C), split coil (A) and sample (E), showing
position of Hall probe (B). Also shown are the brass supports (D) with holding nuts. Right: view of end cheek
with sample and Hall probe mount insets (darker shading represents greater depth). l , ri and ro are the
length, inner and outer radius of the coil, and rs is the radius of the largest sample. Measurements in mm.

the winding wire to be passed into and out of the
former. To secure the pair of coils into the split
arrangement 3 holes were made through the four
cheeks into which threaded brass bar was inserted.
These holes on the uppermost cheek were threaded
and the rest were clearance holes with nuts used to
hold the cheeks in place.

A former was machined out of nylon to test the
design, there were some minor problems machining
nylon as the material is quite malleable, but the
coils were successfully wound to within an accept-
able accuracy of the specifications. We found that
each layer we wound we under-wound by 1 and 2
turns, we therefore decided to extend the length of
the formers by two times the diameter of the wire
so that we could fit the number of turns we had
planned into the coil. We used a thin layer (0.1mm)
of pre-impregnated composite fiber between each
layer of windings. These were impregnated with
epoxy resin, which upon baking at 100C for 3 hours
bonds the windings together and further help resist
the Lorentz forces present during pulses.

After the resin was cured the coils were fitted
together and tightened. Tests and full sets of pulses
were performed on the split coil showing that it was
able to function under the conditions imposed by
the cryogenic pulsing up to Vcap = 60V.

All subsequent formers were made out of Tufnol
grade 6F45 cotton epoxy for the end cheeks and
Tufnol grade 10G40 glass epoxy for the bores of
the formers. These materials were chosen for their
mechanical strength, dimensional stability and, in
the case of 6F45, its excellent machining properties
[27].

2.4 Experimental set up

The critical temperature of GdBCO is 92.9K [28]
allowing the experiment to be conducted in liquid
nitrogen (77K). The Hall probe HHP-NP (specifi-
cation available from AREPOC [29]) has an active
area of 0.625mm and is supplied with its nominal
control current (20mA) by a low drift constant cur-
rent supply. There are 3 quantities to be logged, the
Hall probe output voltage, the pickup coil voltage,
and the current flowing through the coils. These
were logged using a high precision data logger (NI
6281) running at 1 kilo-sample per second. The
pick up coil was used as a backup, if trouble was
had with the Hall probe.

The procedure for a run is as follows: A sample
and Hall probe are placed into the desired coil. The
former is then tightened and cooled down to 77K
using a bath of liquid nitrogen. Once it has cooled
and nitrogen returns to a normal level of boiling, the
capacitor is charged and pulsing can begin. After a
run of pulsing the sample is taken out of the liquid
nitrogen, raising it above its critical temperature
(within 10 minutes) where it stops superconducting
and looses its trapped flux. This process can then
be repeated.
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3 Results and discussion

I will now detail the results of this experiment. First
I will look at the preliminary results, including the
properties of the constructed coils, and then move
on to the multi-pulse runs and the interpretation of
the results.

3.1 Preliminary results

3.1.1 Hall Probe Calibration

The high sensitivity Hall probe used came pre-
calibrated with a sensitivity of 109.6mV/T at room
and cryogenic temperatures. A calibration was per-
formed after our experiment was complete to check
if there was a drift in the calibration.

Coil D supplied a magnetic field and a Gauss me-
ter was used to measure the magnetic field at the
position of the Hall probe. This method gave a
calibration of 120.6± 3.0mV/T which shows a con-
siderable drift. It is hard to account for this in
the results as it is unclear which calibration is more
suitable for a given measurement. I will include this
possible discrepancy in calibration as part of my er-
rors.

3.1.2 Manufactured coils properties

Measurements of the inductance and resistances of
the coils were performed using a Wayne Kerr LCR
meter, at room temperature and at 77K. Measure-
ments were carried out for all sample-coil combina-
tions as the separation of the split coil pair changes
with sample, however this was found to be a very
small effect on the inductance (maximum < 3%).
The inductances measured were all significantly less
than planned, and there was considerable variation
(±14%) between the coils’ inductances. This can
be attributed to the winding process which is an in-
exact art with such small coils. Not only was there
trouble fitting in the specified amount of turns, even
with the excess planned for, often it was found that
there would be edge defects whereby layers would
taper at the ends due to inexact winding through-
out the layer. There were other factors that could
not be accounted for in the program we used to de-
sign the coils, for example the wire structure and
composite fiber layers, so it was expected that the
inductance would be reduced.

After some preliminary tests on coil A we found
that it was very inefficient at trapping flux due to
its short rise time, high resistance and therefore low
peak current and field. It was decided that match-
ing the resistances of the other coils to this would
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Figure 6 – Pulse shapes as measured through
the shunt resistor for the coils with resistances
equalised. Pulses for different coils have approxi-
mately the same characteristics.

decrease the maximum flux trapped significantly for
all the coils and so it was decided that when match-
ing the resistances of the coils A should be ignored.
This meant increasing the resistance of C and D to
that of B.

A summary of the coil properties is given in table
3. Notice that after resistances are added the rise
times of the three coils are closely matched. The
peak field is also somewhat more similar after resis-
tors are added, this is due Imax becoming equalised.

3.1.3 Pulse shapes

Upon measuring γ = α2/ω2
0 (section 2.1) it was

found that all the coil setups were in the over
damped regime (as predicted) except for Coil D
without the additional resistors which, due to its
low resistance was in the under damped regime.
This affected the subsequent decay of the pulse as
approximating the circuit as an LR circuit (as in
equation 4) is not valid. The lengths of these pulses
is therefore shorter than in the over damped cases.

It was found that once the rise times had been
matched (and therefore the peak current) all pulses
had a similar shape and duration (see figure 6) al-
lowing, at least in this respect, comparisons to be
made between different coils independent of these
factors. It should be noted however that [25, Fig 7]
shows that for rise times below 15ms, small changes
in rise time can have a dramatic effect on the field
trapped, and so even though our rise times are
closely matched, small discrepancies could cause
large departures in trapped flux.
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Coil A B C D errors
Inductance/µH 466 416 359 390
Resistance / Ω 0.350 0.211 0.111 0.045 5

Average rise time / ms 5.1 6.1 7.2 9.5 ±2

Peak magnetic field / T 0.180 0.756 0.980 1.124 ±0.01

With added resistance
Resistance / Ω 0.211 0.211 0.195 ±0.01

Average rise time / ms 6.1 6.2 6.3 ±2

Peak magnetic field / T 0.7560 0.7899 0.4886 ±0.01

Table 3 – Measured inductances and resistances of the 4 coils at T = 77K and measured rise times resulting.
Peak magnetic field produced (at Vcap = 60V) using measured Imax and numerical integrator Bsol.

3.1.4 B applied

It is important to know the maximum magnetic field
that is applied during a pulse, as for each different
combination this will vary. The peak magnetic field
measured by the Hall probe is partly shielded by the
sample during a pulse and therefore is not a reason-
able representation of the peak applied field. The
most reliable technique of calculating this quantity
is to use the logged current through the coil and
calculating the max magnetic field due to the split
coil using a numerical simulation program (Bsol [30]
was used) or the analytical expression for the field at
the centroid of a split coil (equation 6), the starting
point for the derivation can be found in [20, p226].

B = µ0JLri

{
β ln

[
α+

√
β2
1+α2

1+
√

1+β2
1

]

− β2 ln

[
α+

√
β2
2 + α2

1 +
√

1 + β2
2

]}
(6)

With the current density JL where the param-
eters are given by α = ro/ri , β1 = (2l + s)/4ri,
β2 = s/ri with ro and ri the outer and inner ra-
dius of the coil, l the length of one coil and s the
separation of the coils as seen in figure 5.

It was found that results of the numerical sim-
ulation program Bsol agreed well with the above
equation, and so Bsol was used to give the field at
the position of the Hall probe. The applied mag-
netic field is proportional to the current supplied
and is therefore highly dependent on the coil prop-
erties, in particular the resistance of the coil (see
table 3).
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Figure 7 – A Hall probe reading of a 10 pulse run.
Sample 2, Coil D, Vcap = 50V

3.2 Runs of pulses

Two sets of runs were performed. First a complete
set of pulses on all sample and coil combinations
with Vcap ranging from 10V to 60V (in 10V incre-
ments). Then the same was carried out after adding
resistors in series with the coils to equalise the rise
times (this time in 20V increments in Vcap were used
due to time constraints). This is a total of 90 differ-
ent runs each with 10 pulses performed (typical run
see figure 7). I will now discuss the features of these
runs and the results obtained.

3.2.1 Time between pulses

It was decided that each run should involve a pri-
mary pulse and then a succession of nine pulses, this
was enough to see the effect the secondary pulses
had on final trapped flux and consider extrapolating
a trapped field saturation limit. The saturation is
caused by two effects, there is a maximum amount
of trapped flux for a given sample-magnetic field
combination (HTSC have been seen to trap upward
of 95% field applied [16] using other trapping tech-
niques) and the effect of thermally activated flux
creep between pulses, in which the trapped field de-
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Figure 8 – A graph showing the flux trapped after
each pulse in a 10 pulse run for coil D samples 1
(blue) and 2 (green). Runs with higher Vcap (rang-
ing from 30V to 60V) are seen to trap more flux.

cays after the initial trapping. It is therefore impor-
tant to minimise the time between successive pulses.

It was decided to fire the capacitor as soon as the
voltage across it was 99% that of Vcap. The speed
at which these pulses could be fired depends on the
time taken to charge the capacitor bank, which in
turn depends on the Vcap. This time varied between
20s for Vcap = 10V and 70s for Vcap = 60V. Another
method which was tested was to wait a set amount
of time (70s so that the capacitor would always be
fully charged) between firing pulses, but this caused
flux creep to have the greatest effect on the runs
that trapped the least flux (i.e. Vcap = 10V) so it
was decided to fire the capacitor as soon as it was
charged to 99% independent of Vcap, limiting the
dissipation of trapped flux due to flux creep and
thus maximising the maximum trapped flux.

3.2.2 The relation between the first pulse
and subsequent pulses

It is interesting to remark that in most cases the
first pulse traps a high proportion of the final
trapped flux, an average of ∼ 80% for both runs
with and without resistors. It was found that this
proportion decreases with increasing Vcap starting
at ∼ 90% with Vcap = 10V and decreasing to ∼ 75%
at Vcap = 60V showing that in increasing Vcap al-
lows more flux to be trapped on subsequent pulses
for the same sample.

There are some combinations, notably sample 2
with coils C and D before adding resistors, that
have a significantly smaller proportion trapped on
their first pulse with D dropping dramatically to a
minimum of ∼ 50% when the Vcap = 60V. It is on
these runs that the highest amount of final trapped
flux is found.
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Figure 9 – Final trapped field against field ap-
plied for all runs with inset magnifying the range
from 0-0.2T applied field. Lines illustrate apparent
trends for each sample and are guides only. Over-
lapping of points from different coils suggests little
dependence of the flux trapped on the coil used (see
section 3.2.4).

Figure 8 shows runs of 10 pulses with combina-
tions 1D and 2D without added resistors. The 1D
runs are fairly typical, trapping a large proportion
of the flux of their first pulse, where as it is seen
that the 2D runs trap a much smaller proportion
on their first pulse and allow for considerable flux
to be trapped on the subsequent pulses.

3.2.3 Relationship of field trapped to field
applied for different samples

It was found that sample 1 (small diameter) consis-
tently trapped more flux for an applied field than
other samples in the low field regime (< 0.8T), with
the field trapped increasing fairly linearly with that
applied (see figure 9). However above this field sam-
ple 2 (larger diameter) is found to be the best flux
trapper, displaying a dramatic increase in efficiency
at high field. At the highest field in this study sam-
ple 2 traps the largest flux (260mT) with the highest
efficiency (21% of applied pulse field was trapped).
Sample 3, which is thicker, performs in a similar
manner to sample 2 below 0.6T, but then departs
from samples 2’s large increase in efficiency at high
fields.

Other studies that have observed the dependence
of the flux trapped in a sample on the applied field
(notably [31, 32] which compare different methods
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of magnetisation). These find relationships in which
the trapped flux increases with applied field, reaches
a maximum then slowly decreases due to flux line
movement and heating [33]. The data presented
here lies in the increasing range, the field being
too small to observe the plateau and subsequent
decrease in trapped flux. Other studies mentioned
here do not show the dependence of field trapped
at low applied fields in as much detail as here, so
the different shapes of sample curves seen in figure
9 can not be compared to the literature.

3.2.4 Relation of relative coil diameter and
sample diameter to flux trapping

Figure 9 displays a strong relationship for each sam-
ple between the applied field and the field trapped
which is not very dependent on the coil arrange-
ment used (at least within reasonable errors mar-
gins of this experiment). This is noted by ob-
serving that there is close overlap of many points
from the same sample coming from different coil ar-
rangements (points with same colour, different sym-
bols). These runs apply approximately the same
field and trap roughly the same flux highlighting
that the flux trapped depends mainly on the applied
field and sample rather than other factors like the
coil used. These points occur at low applied fields
(<0.8T) where many runs with different coils were
performed, at high fields less runs were performed
and it is not possible to draw such conclusions.

As there is such a strong dependence on the ap-
plied field an attempt was made to compare, in de-
tail, runs with approximately the same field applied.
Unfortunately, as the runs weren’t planned to ap-
ply the same fields very few did. A study was car-
ried out on the few runs in which the applied field
was roughly similar, however the interpretation of
the results were inconclusive. Many show that if
the applied field is even slightly higher the trapped
flux will be higher dwarfing any other possible effect
that may be present due to coil sample geometry
and others don’t provide a statistically conclusive
result.

As the flux trapped is not significantly dependent
on the coil used, a relationship between the ratio of
coil and sample diameters to the flux trapped (as
in [18]) is not observed.

4 Conclusions

Four split coils were produced, all of different outer
diameters, to magnetise three bulk GdBCO super-
conducting samples using the pulse field magnetisa-
tion (PFM) technique. An investigation was under-
taken into the effect of varying the relative diame-
ter of the coil and the sample on the flux trapping
capabilities of the arrangement. The results from
this study, which involved 90 sets of 10 pulse runs,
applying a peak field ranging from 28mT to 1.21T
show some interesting, but inconclusive results.

In Xu’s paper [18] simulations were carried out
that showed an increase in flux trapping potential of
a coil-sample combination when the ratio between
the diameters of coil and sample were between 0.5
and 1. In this study clear evidence of a relationship
of this nature was not observed however observa-
tions do suggest a number of avenues for further
investigation.

This study showed that the magnetisation was
very sample dependent with the smallest diameter
sample (sample 1) out performing the other sam-
ples independent of the coil used for low applied
fields < 0.8T. Sample 1 is also observed to have a
fairly linear relationship between the field applied
and field trapped in the regime studied, whereas
the relationship in the case of sample 2 is very non-
linear, trapping substantially more flux at higher
applied fields. This dependence on the sample, may
be due to the mechanism of flux penetration in sam-
ples of different dimensions, or may be due to the
individual quality of the samples. As the results
were very sample dependent, comparisons to Xu’s
work [18] were challenging.

There are many possible extensions to this work
that could be carried out to address several of the
problems encountered:

The applied field had a large effect on the flux
trapped, therefore to further this experiment it
would be informative to carry out a full study on a
series of runs that apply the same field. This could
be achieved by varying Vcap to give the same field
among several coils. Careful study of these runs
could show relationships between coil sample diam-
eters and trapped flux that cannot be resolved with
the data available in this study.

Carrying out the optimisation problem men-
tioned in section 2.2 for designing coils of the same
rise time and similar (and maximal) peak fields
would be of great value as this may lead to coils
produced with similar properties and studies of runs
applying the same field may be conducted at higher
fields.
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Different flux trapping relationships may be ob-
served at higher fields (higher fields could be
achieved by using a capacitor bank with higher al-
lowed Vcap). It would be of interest to see if sample
3 follows sample 2’s flux trapped - flux applied char-
acteristic at high enough field, this may support the
conclusion that higher applied fields are required to
fully penetrate thicker samples.

A greater selection of coil and sample diameters
would have improved this study as with so few sam-
ple to coil diameter ratios available drawing mean-
ingful conclusions is very difficult.

A further extension to the experiment would be
to look at the effect of lowering the temperature
below that of liquid nitrogen, this could increase
the trapped field as in [34] in which decreasing the
temperature from 77K to 20K increased trapping
by 600%.

Using a scanning Hall probe would allow for anal-
ysis of field trapped across the whole sample surface
and not just at the centre. This would give a more
accurate representation of the flux trapped as the
distribution of flux across the sample can have a
variety of profiles for different trapping techniques
[21, 22, 35]. The total flux trapped in the sample
could also be found and comparisons between sam-
ples of different volume could be made more effec-
tively.
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